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Endereço Sunday Energy Ltd. 
34 Jerusalem St. 
Ra´anana 43501 

PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
Sunday is the leading “Solar as a Service” provider in Israel, offering development, operation and integration Solar Energy solutions. Sunday solutions
are based upon state of the art Photovoltaic (PV) solar technology and equipment with the industry highest efficiency and reliability standards. Sunday
provides solar energy for: 1) Distributed/decentralized on-grid networks (both for residential and commercial clients). Installation capabilities on both
rooftops and ground. 2) Centralized utility-grade solar parks. 3) Off-grid and rural solar energy. Our unique service offering provides our clients the
“peace of mind” using our advanced technological, financial and regulatory capabilities. Our end-to-end solutions, include comprehensive system
planning (engineering, electric and environmental), variety of flexible business models (partnered by a number of banks and funds), advanced
establishment know-how (in cooperation with international leaders), 24/7 control room capabilities and more. Sunday Energy has led a national
campaign which has been very successful, generating leads worth over 800M NIS. We have accomplished closing the first Solar-Kibbutz deal (Kibbutz
Reim) for a 2.5 MWp project over the Kibbutz rooftops, won the first PV municipal tenders (in Kiryat Ono and Tel Aviv), are building the first Solar-
Winery in Israel and are in the process of financing additional dozens of deals. Altogether, under current regulations limiting systems to 50KWp, we
have signed deals well over 5MWp. In addition, Sunday Energy is focused on building utility-grade solar parks in the south of Israel. We are focused
on these large 5 MWp systems, in order to become the Israeli leader in the solar park field as well. Aside of Israel, Sunday is currently in discussions
re various solar energy projects in emerging markets. Date of establishment: 2007 No. of employees: 15 in HQ, additional 300 as subcontractors
planned for 2009. Technology & Product(s) Sunday Energy enables it’s clients to install solar energy systems on their premises with the peace of mind
that industry experts are taking care of all aspects. We partner with a number of leading equipment manufacturers, all of which are experienced in
locations around the world.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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